Setting Up A Classroom Blog with Edublogs.org
This guide will cover a small portion of setting up and using a blog site for free through the
Edublogs.org website. There are many advanced options and tweaks available to a blogger,
but we only have a limited amount of time to create and learn to use our own. Since
Edublogs.org and Learnerblogs.org are using the WordPress blog engine, this workshop will
use the name WordPress whether specifically speaking of WordPress, Edublogs, or
Learnerblogs directly.

Web Browser
You browser is the software you use to view web pages. For a long time, Internet Explorer
was the standard used by most computer users. While it still works fairly well on Windows,
it is no longer maintained for the Macintosh. A very good alternative to both computer
platforms (Mac and Windows) is the FireFox web browser. To get full use of all features on
most blogs, it is suggested that the user download and use the free FireFox web browser.
(Download at www.mozilla.com) Safari is a wonderful browser, but there have been a
number of blog features with Edublogs that are unavailable if you are using Safari.

Edublogs.org
This training is using the free subscription to edublogs.org. It is
based on the WordPress blog engine, but had been customized for
educators. You only need to give them a working email address
and create an account to get started. Go to http://edublogs.org,
select ‘Join’ or ‘Get a blog now’, and click to create a new
account.
First, you will need to create your username. This has to be unique and will be the username
that your students will see with your posts and comments.
Use and email address that you can check now. You can
always change that address later. You will select ‘Create
your blog’ and then click Next. Some users only wish to
have a ‘Just username’ so they can leave comments on
other blogs, but they don’t wish to maintain their own.
(Some ideas passed around mention that you can have your
community of users each create their own username without
having to create a blog. It is one way to protect the blog
from unwanted users by allowing only invited usernames
registered with Edublogs.)
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Next, you need to create your domain (website address)
name. It can be different from your user name or it can be the
same. It must however be a unique name within the edublog
system. The name you choose will be the first part of the
website address your students or parents will enter to access
your blog. “Hot Teacher” probably wouldn’t go over well
with the principal, so choose wisely. Second, you will give
your blog a title. This will be the name shown at the top of
your browser’s window and does not have to be unique. One
can limit random visitors by keeping the blog private and not
listing your blog with search engines. Checking that box could cause problems if you want
parents or others to see your work.
Activate the account by clicking
‘Signup’. You will get an email that
will give you a link to follow. The
resulting email will give you your
password needed to administer the
blog. Do not loose the password. Do
not give it to students. Do not pass
‘Go’ or collect $200.
Check your email now.
Setup Notes For Your Records:
Email address used: _______________________________________
Domain used (###.edublogs.org) : ____________________________
Username used: _______________________________
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As soon as you check your email, you will have a randomly-generated password to access
your ‘dashboard’. Since they want you to pay for an
upgraded blog, you will now see a dialog box telling
you about the ability to get better features if you pay
for the blog updates. You will have to click, “hide
for one month” to make the box go away for free.
Only you have access to the dashboard since it is the main ‘control center’. There are two
ways to get into your dashboard. The first is after you login, you enter the dashboard
automatically. The second, and easier, way is to use the ‘Site Admin’
link on your blog home page listed under your Meta links. The Meta
links are one of the widgets provided by Edublogs. If you remove this
widget when you choose to customize your blog, you will lose the easy
access to your dashboard.
Your dashboard will have a number of sections to amaze and confuse you. We’re going to
start by looking at two of the links in this section; Update Your Profile and Write a Post.

Update Your Profile
The first thing we’ll do is change our password. Clicking your
username at the top right of the window lets us personalize the
blog user settings. That link also shows you your contact info in case you want to change the
contact email address later. Anything you put in your profile could be seen by visitors. You
can change your contact email address and password at the very bottom. After making any
changes to your profile, click ‘Update Profile’ at the very bottom of the page.

Write A Post
There are two ways to start a new post. One can click the ‘New
Post’ button at the top right of the page. Alternatively, one can
click ‘Posts’ in the left menu and ‘Add new’. We are going to make a simple post for our
students to read and respond to.
1. First, give the post a title. This not
only gives a framework for the
post, but is also a nice reference.
2. Click inside the ‘Post’ box and
start typing meaningful and
thoughtful text that will provoke
students to respond in a similar
deep manner. You have 30 seconds. Go! One has as much room as needed. A scroll
bar will appear as your text gets close to the bottom of the window. It is suggested that
for your longer posts, type first in a word processor, copy and paste it into this box.
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3.When you are done, ‘Save’ will save the post as a draft and exit
the new post window without putting your writing online;
‘Publish’ assumes you have finished and want the post shown on
the blog. Drafts are not visible until they are published.
4. One of the more useful habits to have when
publishing on the web is to give the post a tag or
category. Tags and categories help the reader find
specific information that may not be quickly
apparent by the post’s title. Tags are usually more
useful for specific items in the post while
categories are more general discussion points.

Viewing Your Page
The ‘Visit Site’ button is at the top of your dashboard window. Edublogs sets up
the blog with a default theme. Clicking this link will show you what your page
looks like. You can change almost any of the visual aspects of the page that you see at first
by going back into your dashboard.

Navigating Your Edublogs Blog
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Edit Posts
From the dashboard, select the ‘Posts’ section on the left. From this
dropdown section, you can get to the Edit page and Add New page.
To edit a previously saved post, simply point at the title of the post
and click the edit link that appears directly under it. When done, you
can update the post that you edited.

Categories and Tags
One can live without categories and tags, but if your blog grows through frequent use, then
each can be a life-improver. Categories are different from tags in that they can have a
hierarchy. Possible uses:
• label post by curriculum area if used in self-contained room
• label post by period or class
• label post as ‘test’ for review information that could be covered on a test
• label as genre of literature, style of written response requested, etc
• apply a category ‘math’ inside the category ‘curriculum’
Whether you do this when you are creating a new post or by editing previously created
posts, adding a category is the same. First, get to the ‘Posts’ window as shown above.
Click either ‘Post Tags’ or ‘Categories’ to edit or create new labels. You can create
categories and tags here or create them on the fly when writing a new post.
In the new post screen, one would select the checkbox next to a category that you’ve already
made. You can use multiple categories and tags with one post. All posts will be
uncategorized until you create your own.

Once categorized, a user can click that category on the front page to show matching results.
For example, a student wants to view posts that were marked as test review material. By
clicking the ‘Tests’ category, that student can remove all non-matching posts from sight.
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Create a Page
Pages are different from posts in that they do not contain chronologically-organized posts. In
the classroom, this hold good promise in that procedures, teacher notes, or other static
information can be placed here. Pages are linked to from your blog’s home page.
Go to the dashboard and select the ‘Write’ tab and the ‘Page’ tab afterward. Give the page a
title. This title will be shown on your homepage. Next, type your information in the ‘page
content’ box.
Options for pages vary. Since pages are listed on your home page,
you could organize pages by giving specific topics. Pages can have
sub-pages on listed on your home page. That means, you could
create a ‘main’ (called a parent) page called rules. This main page
would give some general rule information. A second page could be
created for blogging rules and you could select the ‘main’ page as
the parent. The figure to the right shows three pages that have
Rules and Procedures as their parent.

Changing the Look
The Appearance Section in the dashboard lets you
change the look and feel of the blog. The default
Theme here is a three column design with links,
archives, categories, and more listed on either side
of the blog posts that go down the middle.
By clicking the Themes
link under Appearance,
one has the opportunity
to choose a new theme.
Each theme is different in its look and contents. Clicking any of
the themes will automatically change your blog design. Click the
‘Visit Site’ button to see your new design.
Each theme has a default set of Widgets. Widgets add special functionality to your blog
page. Some widgets can add a calendar, a special link to social networking sites, a text block
where you can type whatever you want, etc. Warning: When you add widgets the first time
to your sidebars, they replace the default set already there. If you add any widget, you will
also have to add the ones that were already on the page, if you still want them.
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Managing Blog Commenting
One of the great things about WordPress and Edublogs is that you can set it to mandate the
entry of identifiable information in order to leave a comment. The main identification can
be a required email address or Edublogs username. Since students don’t generally have
email addresses yet, there are some workable solutions a teacher can utilize.
The method I share allows for some security in posting with no additional accounts being
created. Using the Edublogs moderation tool, one can filter out undesirable comments and
keep strangers from adding comments. We will set up the blog moderation tool in Edublogs
so that once an email account is accepted by the teacher, that account is automatically posted
from then on. The truly wonderful thing is that the email accounts do not have to be valid!
Have students sign their comment with anonymous-like initials, but everyone uses an
assigned fake email account. A teacher can use student initials with a bogus @email.com
domain. You could use any domain such as @class.email or whatever. Each student should
use a different fake email, which will register in your Edublogs dashboard one time for each
student. Once you approve an email, that email address will be allowed
to post without moderation. Other comment attempts will be stopped by
the moderation tool and wait to be approved by the teacher.
First select Discussion from the Settings section on the Dashboard.
Checking ‘..must fill out
name..’ keeps many malicious
automatic attacks from posting
on your blog because the writer must provide their name and email (our students’ fake
address) in the appropriate boxes. Unchecking ‘..must be registered..’ allows the students to
use fake accounts and saves the teacher from creating individual accounts.
Some teachers like getting an email for
every comment so they know when the
blog has been commented on. I
uncheck it because only my students will be writing comments and I will close comments
for previous posts so that only the last post is actively getting comments.
Holding for moderation allows the teacher to filter out malicious or inappropriate comments.
I have had teachers
use this as a grammar
tool and only post
comments that are grammatically correct. Holding each one for moderation gives the teacher
time to have each one revised as needed (by the student) before publishing the comment.
The ‘…previously approved..’ check says that once I approved a student’s fake email
address, his next comment on the blog will automatically be published because the blog
knows that his address has been approved.
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The downside to Edublogs moderation is in the initial posting. The teacher will have to
approve each student. That would only happen once for each ‘fake email’ account used.
Another downside is that students who misspell their approved fake email will not see their
comment until approved; a point for typing accuracy.
When writing their comment to the
page, students will use their preassigned ID (initials or class #) as
their name and their pre-assigned
fake email address to identify
themselves.
The anti-spam feature means they
just retype the letters in the box.
(Helps eliminate spam-bots from auto
posting to your blog.)
After typing the comment, the student will click the Submit button at the bottom.
The student will see the message that the
comment is awaiting moderation if it is the
first time they posted using that fake email
address, or perhaps they misspelled their
approved address. Either way, before this
sees the light of day, the teacher will have
to approve the comment.

When the teacher clicks the Comment section in her Dashboard, all comments will be
visible. Comments being held for moderation are going to have a yellow background like the
picture above. The comment can be approved by putting the mouse on the comment and
clicking ‘Approve’ when it appears below the text. One also has the option to edit the
comment before it is published.

Support
You can of course email me for additional support. The whole blogging community is a very
supportive group and help can be found in many forms. For specific help with Edublogs,
Visit http://edublogs.org for lots of help files, support links, and blog ideas.
This handout can be found online at http://classroomblogging.wordpress.com along with a
new post every month about how teachers can use blogging in their classroom.
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